
I already read that book! Now what? 

TRY THESE READ-ALIKES 

Wings of Fire Series by Tui T. Sutherland 

MORE DRAGONS… 

Dragons in a Bag by Zetta Elliot 

Jaxon must help an old woman his mother calls “Ma” deliver dragons to a magical realm where they will 

be safe. But when the dragons escape, Jax and his friends have to find them before it’s too late.  

The Dragon with a Chocolate Heart by Stephanie Burgis  

Aventurine, the strongest dragon of the mountains, is tricked into drinking a magic cup of hot chocolate 

that turns her into a human girl. Now she is on a quest to the human world to learn the secrets of her 

newfound passion….chocolate!  

The Fire Within (The Last Dragon Chronicles Series) by Chris D’Lacey 

Twenty-year-old David Rain is the newest tenant of Elizabeth “Liz” Pennykettle, an eccentric potter who 

makes beautiful clay dragons. There is more to these dragons than meets the eye, and David discovers a 

secret world of magic and mystery.  

How to Train Your Dragon (How to Train Your Dragon Series) by Cressida Cowell 

Check out the books that inspired the hit DreamWorks movies! 

To become a proper Viking, young Hiccup must capture and properly train his new dragon by the 

Thor’sday Thursday celebration. If he can’t manage to train his new dragon Toothless, the two of them 

will be banished from Berk forever. 

MORE ANIMALS… 

Forest of Wonders (Wing & Claw Trilogy) by Linda Sue Park 

When young Raffa creates a cure for an injured bat, it ends up transforming the creature and causing 

havoc. He must now journey to forbidden city of Gilden to learn the secrets of botany and the animals 

he vowed to protect.  

The Guardian Herd: Starfire (The Guardian Herd Series) by Jenifer Lynn Alvarez 

Star is a black foal, fabled to bring the flying horses of Anok together… or to destroy them. His daring 

escape from fearful leaders turns into a thrilling battle of good and evil.   

MORE ADVENTURE… 

The Adventurers Guild (series) by Zack Loran Clark 

This action-packed fantasy series centers on best friends Zed and Brock, and their work with the 

Adventurers Guild, their cities last line of defense against unnatural creature known as the Dangers.   

 



I already read that book! Now what? 

TRY THESE READ-ALIKES 

The Last Kids on Earth by Max Brailler 

FOR ADVENTURE FANS… 

Scar Island by Dan Geimhart 

A freak accident leaves the boys of Slabhenge Reformatory School for Troubled Boys without adult 
supervision. However, their newfound freedom also invites a world of terrible danger.  

FOR MONSTER FANS… 

Max Helsing and the Thirteenth Curse (Max Helsing: Monster Hunter Series) by Curtis Jobling 

Even though Max comes from a long line of monster hunters, he does his best to be kind and fair to the 

different ghouls he meets. But when even the friendliest of monsters start attacking him without cause, 

Max uncovers a terrible curse that threatens to put the whole world in danger.    

Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark (Scary Story Series) by Alvin Schwartz 

Filled with ghosts, ghouls, and other creepy creatures, this collection of modern-day short stories will 
make your skin crawl. 

Zombie Elementary by Howard Whitehouse 

Larry Mullet was your average fourth grader until one of his classmates tried to eat him. Now he and his 
friends are the resident zombie experts of Brooks Elementary must solve this gory mystery.  

FOR SCI-FI FANS… 

Last Day on Mars (Chronicle of the Dark Star Series) by Kevin Emerson 

Humanity had already fled Earth after its destruction, and now it’s a race against time to flee Mars. Liam 
Saunders-Chang and his friend Phoebe are set to leave with the last remnants of humanity, only to 
discover the true nature of time, space, and survival.  

The Lost Planet (Chase Garretty Series) by Rachel Searles 

Chase Garrety wakes up on planet Trucon outside a barrier he should not be able to cross with no 
memory and a blaster wound on the back of his head. He only knows that he has a mission and that 
time is running out. 

The Super Life of Ben Braver (Ben Braver Series) by Marcus Emerson 

Ben Braver is thrust into the world of a secret school for superheroes even though he doesn’t even have 
powers. From the author of Diary of a Sixth Grade Ninja comes an exciting comic series about the 
powers we all have deep down. 
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Diary of a Wimpy Kid by Jeff Kinney 

Justin Case School, Drool, and Other Daily Disasters (Justin Case Series) by Rachel Vail 

Justin Case is nervous about starting the third grade, especially because he didn’t get the teacher he 

wanted and his best friend is in another class. Follow Justin as he goes through the everyday struggles of 

grade school and slowly, but surely, comes out of his shell.  

The Mac Undercover (Mac B. Kid Spy series) by Mac Barnett 

This book tells the exciting “true” story of Mac Barnett’s life as a kid spy for the Queen of England. This 

series is perfect for Diary of a Wimpy Kid fans who love adventure.  

My Life as a Book (My Life Series) by Janet Tashijian 

Derek Fallon is ready to have fun under the sun and pull all sorts of silly stunts only for his parents to 

ship him off to Learning Camp for reluctant readers. At camp, Derek forms unexpected friendships and 

uncovers a family mystery full of twists and turns. 

Stanford Wong Flunks Big Time by Lisa Yee 

When Stanford Wong fails his English class, he has to trade basketball camp for summer school. Not only 

that, his parents have hired his nemesis, Millicent Min, to tutor him! 

If you like this book, check out the companion novels: Millicent Min, Girl Genius and So Totally Emily 

Ebers.  

The Strange Case of Origami Yoda (The Origami Yoda series) by Tom Angleberger 

Dwight offers sage advice to his fellow middle school students through his origami Yoda. Some of his 

classmates believe the paper sculpture can channel to the Force, while others attempt to disprove 

Origami Yoda, and Dwight in the process.  

The Terrible Two (The Terrible Two Series) by Mac Barnett, Jory John, and Kevin Cornell 

When pranking master Miles Murphy moves to the sleepy Yawnee Valley, he thinks he’s a shoe in for 

the town’s best prankster. Little does he know that his school has another boy aiming for that title… and 

he’s really, really good. 

Timmy Failure Mistakes Were Made by Stephan Pastis 

Read the book that inspired the 2020 film of the same name.  

Timmy is the founder of the best detective agency ever. His job is to solve mysteries with his very lazy 

sidekick, Total the polar bear.  
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Dog Man by Dav Pilkey  

CHAPTER BOOKS… 

Mia Mayhem is a Superhero! (Mia Mayhem series) by Kara West 

This series for emerging readers follows 8-year-old Mia Macarooney and her days training to become 

the next greatest superhero. Follow Mia as she tries to balance her normal and her super hero life, all 

while keeping her identity secret.  

Stick Dog (Stick Dog series) by Tom Watson 

Follow Stick Dog as he goes on a quest to find the perfect burger! This laugh-out-load series is perfect 

for reluctant readers looking for another funny illustrated series.  

GRAPHIC NOVELS… 

The Bad Guys #1 (The Bad Guys series) by Aaron Blabey 

Mr. Wolf, Mr. Snake, Mr. Shark, and Mr. Piranha look like bad guys, but their determined to change that 

by breaking hundreds of dogs out of the Maximum Security City Dog Pound. Do they have what it takes 

to become heroes?  

Binky the Space Cat (A Binky Adventure series) by Ashley Spires 

Binky is an ordinary house cat who believes he is a daring space explorer. Follow Binky as he works to 

defend the space station (his house) from alien (outside) threats in this charming graphic novel series.  

HiLo: The Boy Who Crashed to Earth (HiLo series) by Judd Winnick 

D.J. and Gina discover Hilo, a super powered boy who crashed to Earth with no memory of his past. Now 

they must help Hilo get used to the human school in this hilarious series featuring powers, antics, and 

robots. 

Lunch Lady and the Cyborg Substitute (The Lunch Lady series) by Jarret J. Krosoczk 

This Lunch Lady is serving up butt kicking and justice when she’s not handing out sloppy joes in the 

school cafeteria.  

Mission Moon (CatStronaughts series) by Drew Brockington 

A worldwide power shortage is threatening to put our planet into darkness; Earth needs a group of 

heroes to put solar panels on the Moon. Luckily, the CatStranaughts are just the right kitties for the job! 
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The Harry Potter Series by J.K. Rowling  

Bliss (Bliss Baker Trilogy) by Catherine Littlewood 

Rosemary and her siblings are supposed to keep their family’s enchanted cookbook while their parents 

are away. When their Aunt Lily arrives, the children are inspired to experiment with the book… and 

surely, nothing can go wrong, right? 

Castle Hangnail by Ursula Vernon 

When 12-year-old Molly arrives at Castle Hangnail as the new wicked witch, the minions of the castle 

are… skeptical. Molly intends to prove herself, but she’s harboring secrets that could expose her for who 

she really is.  

The Field Guide (The Spiderwick Chronicles Series) by Tony DiTerlizzi and Holly Black 

The three Grace children uncover a mysterious field guide in the attic of their worn down mansion 

home. With this, they discover a secret world of the faerie that holds adventure and danger.  

The Legend of Greg (An Epic Series of Failures) by Chris Rylander 

Greg Belmont was content to be an ordinary boy only to discover that he is actually a dwarf! When an 

evil troll kidnaps his father, Greg dives down into a world of magic and adventure with a rich history and 

the threat of ancient enemies.  

The Lightning Thief (Percy Jackson and the Olympians Series) by Rick Riordan 

Percy Jackson is sent to Camp Halfblood, a safe place for the demigod children of the Greek gods. But 

when one of Zeus’s lightning bolts goes missing, Percy and his friends must journey across the country 

to find it. 

The Lost Stone (The Kingdom of Wrenly Series) by Jordan Quinn 

Prince Lucas and his friend Clara travel across the Kingdom of Wrenly to find the Queen’s missing 

emerald and encounter many fantastical adventures along the way. This fantasy adventure series is 

perfect for kindergarten to fourth grade readers.  

Matilda by Roald Dahl 

Matilda Wormwood is a precocious young girl with a passion for books. Using her wits, and a bit 

telekinesis, Matilda must outwit her cruel parents and the evil headmistress, Miss Trunchbull.  

The Crooked Sixpence (The Uncommoners Series) by Jennifer Bell 

When intruders ransack their home, Ivy and her brother Seb escape to a secret world where ordinary 

objects hold extraordinary powers. Their family holds the greatest uncommon artifact in the world, and 

with evil forces chasing them down, the siblings must solve this mystery before it is too late.  


